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SMART
LIGHTING 
TRENDS
BSI® Lighting Technologies follows smart, sustainable 
and ecologically responsible outdoor lighting principles 
using new technologies and best practices in lighting 
design and production.

We provide the most current research and information 
to our clients on smart lighting solutions based on their 
performance and real effectiveness.

Total lighting 
solution
BSI® Lighting Technologies lighting 
luminaires combine high technology 
and stylish design, from classic to 
modern, with high-efficiency LED 
technology.

Our portfolio brings in optimal 
lighting solutions for architectural, 
architainment, commercial and 
public applications. All products from 
urban, roadway lighting to residential, 
parking, area, pedestrian, tunnel 
& underpass, flood, landscape 
and indoor lighting are specifically 
designed to provide efficient visual 
comfort and enjoyment.
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BSI® Lighting Technologies, designs and manufactures 
creative lighting solutions for the international architectural 
lighting market. 

BSI® Lighting Technologies is built on a solid basis of 
experience and a range of dynamic lighting solutions.

BSI® Lighting Technologies offers a wide range of services, 
from consultation and advice to architects and architectural 
lighting designers during the initial project design phase 
to helping to identify and develop technology solutions, 
customized products or custom-designed, project specific 
products. 

Flexibility, simplicity, and innovation are our guiding 
principles. From software and product development, 
customization competence and cutting-edge integrated 
lighting and building material solutions, to worldwide 
project management, planning and support services, to 
our dynamic and global team of outstanding professionals, 
these values drive and shape us within our ever-evolving 
industry.

A Commitment to better 
lighting
The Company’s core technology, 
innovative designs, and superior customer 
service enable the next generation of 
illumination continuing to change the way 
we light the world.

BSI® Lighting 
Technologies

Committed to excellence
LED’s have become a major highlight 
in today’s lighting and entertainment 

industries. Our products will help you get 
the most out of this modern technology.

The company was created to complement 
a variety of design styles for urban, public, 

hospitality, retail, and residential spaces. 
We strive to provide our clients with 

innovative designs, precision metal work 
and unique materials. BSI® is committed to 
energy efficiency in design and the use of 

renewable and reclaimable resources.
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A new and fresh approach 
to lighting products and 
manufacturing
BSI® Lighting Technologies controls every aspect 
of the production process; design, development, 
manufacturing, and distribution. The result; high 
quality, from product performance to customer service.

Integrated development, 
production, and quality 
assurance
At BSI® Lighting Technologies; the product 
development location with planning, development, 
production, and quality control units are collected in 
one place.

Cutting-edge technology and 
artisan perfection in lighting
We created a new concept stands for artisan and 
trendy LED lighting luminaires with an appealing 
design and high-quality manufacturing.

Lighting solutions, in harmony 
with architecture and nature
We stand for innovative lighting technology and 
combined light expertise; from large-scale projects to 
customer project solutions.

We are the dynamic partner for 
high-quality lighting solutions
The comprehensive know-how of the BSI® lighting 
engineers stands for Quality Made in Turkey and the 
continuous optimisation of productivity, safety, health 
and energy-saving.
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Engineered for quality
Throughout the entire production 

process BSI® Lighting Technologies 
distinguishes itself by handling the 

strictest quality parameters, to ensure 
products and services are designed 

and produced to exceed customer 
requirements. Every step in the 

production process has a routine 
quality procedure, covering both 

product quality and testing. 

Solid experience
BSI® collaborates with landscape 

designers, architects, lighting designers, 
and lighting specifiers to develop custom 
lighting solutions specific to their needs. 

Having an in-house design staff increases 
productivity and gives the client all the 

tools necessary to bring their ideas to life.

BSI® supports all phases of the design 
process: from concept, through a 

collaborative design work-flow, to final 
realization within the architectural 

space. We offer 3D CAD modelling and 
photorealistic renderings to support each 

project.

Modified standard & custom 
solutions
BSI® Lighting Technologies collaborates at 
every step, offering perceptual ideas, creative 
suggestions and a problem-solving attitude.
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Flexible and 
independent

BSI® is an independent and flexible 
supplier whose know-how and knowledge 
is operating in many industry verticals all 
over Europe, Asia, Africa and the Middle 

East. BSI® has the full flexibility and 
processes to cooperate with its business 

partners wherever they are located.

BSI® is committed to excellence and has 
a pragmatic approach to fulfil customer 

needs efficiently.
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Abraj Quartier, The Pearl Gateway Towers, Doha, Qatar

Abu Dhabi Pedestrian Bridges, UAE

Doha Bank, Qatar
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Dubai Expo, UAE

Centro Comercial Lagoh Sevilla, Spain
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Galerija Belgrade, Serbia
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Riyadh Front, KSA

King Abdullah Economic City, KSA
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Solar Lighting
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Shop & Retail
Retail Lighting is one of the most diverse sectors in the 
lighting market and can be more subjective than most. At 
BSI® Lighting Technologies we understand that a bright 
and clean aesthetic is important for many to highlight 
merchandise to passing customers, while conversely, for 
some - particularly in clothing and fashion commerce, 
a particular aesthetic can be of as much importance as 
energy usage.

Solar Lighting
BSI® solar smart lighting is a fully integrated vertical 
photovoltaic pole system, including solar panels with 
high-efficiency monocrystalline silicon solar cells, battery, 
charge controller, luminaire and solar PV pole. Whether 
used for smart cities squares and pedestrian areas, 
urban and residential streets or security lighting, it offers 
the ideal off-grid, on-grid or hybrid urban lighting LED 
lighting solution.

Healthcare
BSI® Healthcare systems offer thoughtful, 
innovative lighting solutions with modern, energy-
efficient LED lighting with advanced control 
systems. Innovative LED technology allows you to 
increase the well-being of patients and staff.

Office
BSI® offers a wide selection of LED office lighting 
fixtures and control systems designed to meet the 
needs of modern workplace environments.   Our 
LED office lighting fixtures are the ideal solution 
for offices of all sizes, providing exceptional light 
quality and addressing a range of complex lighting 
parameters while offering dramatic cost savings.

Architainment
BSI® seeks pre-eminence in the architainment 
lighting market by consistently delivering practical, 
customer-driven lighting solutions. We aspire 
to be the lighting brand of choice of architects, 
designers, specifiers, contractors and installers in 
the process of shaping remarkable visual elements 
and surroundings.

Floodlighting
BSI® architectural floodlighting systems are 
engineered for general and dynamic accent, 
spot or flood lighting of large areas with a wide 
selection of optics. The products are suitable 
for applications where a powerful light output 
is required. The fixtures provide exterior long 
throw dynamic light for building facades, bridges, 
shopping malls, halls, hotels and sporting facilities. 

Accent 
Architectural and accent lighting adds detail, 
dimension and colour to building facades and 
outdoor spaces. BSI® offers architectural accent 
lighting products for any need, including recessed, 
surface-mounted, flood, in-ground and wall LED 
lighting applications. 
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Industrial
Industrial lighting fixtures from BSI® offers 
maximum efficiency and productivity. High 
performance LED High Bay and Low Bay fixtures 
providing higher reliability and energy efficiency in 
commercial and industrial lighting applications.

Urban & Area
BSI® offers a high variety of lighting fixtures with different 
optics, shapes, dimming and control options to suit any 
urban application with a consistent design language.

Modern, discreet and versatile post top LED lanterns 
integrate into the cityscape and residential areas with the 
various beams allowing optimum light distribution.

Underpass & Tunnel
Specially designed for slow or high traffic underpass 
lighting, BSI® LED fixtures combines elegance and style 
with high-performance lighting.

Light Elements & Bollards
BSI® Light elements and bollards are ideal for 
lighting up modern and architectural areas. 
They are designed to last in extremely harsh 
environments. With different direct or oblique or 
even diffused emission solutions, BSI® offers LED 
elements ready to meet various installations.

Wall Effect
Architectural wall luminaires with LED sources, 
combines brilliant LED light with straightforward 
design. High-quality LED lighting from BSI® 
provides you with all options for visual highlights 
that attract attention. The fixtures are designed to 
last in extremely harsh environments.

Custom Made
BSI® Lighting Technologies manufactures light 
concepts for indoor, urban and residential areas. 
The company is committed to excellence and has 
a pragmatic approach to fulfil customer needs 
efficiently.

BSI® supports all phases of the design 
process: from concept, through a collaborative 
design work-flow, to final realization within the 
architectural space. 
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ARCHITAINMENT
LIGHTING
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iMetos

iFrame iNerra iFlap

iAlda iRenzo iLarix

iZemar iFlash HandrailiCore

iTetta Ceiling iWhee BS Highline BS EX-P

iMini Band iEnna

iLevel Pendant iTubo CeilingiAxis Recessed Ceiling BS Smartline

INDUSTRIAL 
AND 

CEILING

iPace HB iAstaiObzor iServoiMajor

ACCENT 
LIGHTING

iUplight XS iUplight S iUplight M iUplight L

iOvi iSigma BS Beamer BS Vision BS Prime

UNDERPASS 
LIGHTING

iPace UP
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iZera iRuta Decor iRuta Decor Plus

LIGHT 
ELEMENTS AND 

BOLLARDS

SOLAR
LIGHTING

iMistral Decor

BS Sol P1 BS Sol P2

iMistral iMistral Plus iMistral T

iMistral Multi iMistral Rota iMistral Deta

iBanda

iMistral Duo

iErgo FlowiErgo PlatziMagnaiTierra iErgo Supra

iAlba

iLetto iArte iTivoli iBaros

iFlyiComp

iBell

iFly Mini iPetra iRackett

URBAN
AREA 

LIGHTING

iMetis iPace Area iOrbis iBrezel

iForte iRegor iFlat Deco iFlat

iAero iFizy iBriza iBrett
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iLenti

WALL
EFFECT

iTubo Wall iTetta

iArte Wall iTrace iCircum

iOmni

iDrano iSign

iOtto

iOtto SumiOtto Plus

iPrima iMezza iPark iUntel iMarine

iBarel

iCupio iAlbus iRuta RiMinerva iRuta C

iOdin iRano iCone iCuboiBaton

iBaton P iOdin Range

iVela

iOdin RXiFlute

iRagno iParyo iCorona iLotus

iAmorf

iLia Decor

iLia Soft SQ Millenium SQ Smart

iCali iLiaiRuta Skew iRuta T
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BSI AYDINLATMA SAN. TIC. A.Ş.
Factory : BASKENT OSB, 20. CAD. B/3 BLOK NO:4 
   MALIKOY, SINCAN, ANKARA / TURKIYE
Tel : +90 312 472 42 50
Fax : +90 312 502 74 75
Web : bsilighting.com
E-mail : info@bsilighting.com


